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The nonlinear response of a two-level system interacting with two pump beams of different fre-
quencies is studied with a view to examine several recent experiments on nonlinear mixing of high
orders, instabilities in homogeneously broadened lasers, and holes in homogeneous lines. Such a
nonlinear response is calculated with use of the continued fractions given in our earlier work [J.Opt.
Soc. Am. 81, 164 (1984)j. Saturation effects lead to the appearance of many structures at submulti-
ples of the Rabi frequency. The origin of these subharmonics in nonlinear-response f'unctions is ex-
plained. It is shown that collisions not only lead to hole burning at the line center for weak fields
but can also lead in moderate fields to the appearance of structures at subharmonics of the Rabi fre-
quency. Existence of collision-induced coherences similar to those in four-wave mixing is shown in
six-wave mixing. Exact results for the degenerate nonlinear mixing of arbitrary order are presented
for arbitrary values of field strengths. Saturating fields create holes at the line center of such non-
linear mixing signals. Gain profiles of two modes symmetrically displaced from line center are also
given. Numerical results, with complete account of saturation and collisions, for a variety of
nonlinear-response functions are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
A very large number of physical phenomena in the
resonant interaction of atomic-molecular systems with ra-
diation fields can be studied by treating the atomic system
as a two-level system and by examining its response to ap-
plied fields. ' Various perturbative results are well
known. ' If one of the applied fields is strong, then a
number of nonperturbative results can also be ob-
tained. ' A number of recent experimental works'
require knowledge of the nonperturbative response func-
tions, when both the applied fields are strong. These in-
clude a variety of nonlinear mixing' ' experiments,
where not only four-wave mixing but also higher-order
mixing in saturating fields has been studied. Similarly,
conventional pump-probe experiments have been repeat-
ed's with probes whose intensity could be large. Experi-
ments on instabilities in lasers involving the switching
from a single mode to, for example, two-mode operation
also necessitate the exact solution in the presence of two
strong fields. The purpose of this paper is to formulate
the general theory and to use it to understand some of
these experiments. We will also carry out detailed investi-
gations on the effect of collisions since collisions are
known to change the spectral line shapes in a manner
which in many cases is very different from a simple
broadening of the spectral line. The effects are particular-
ly more dramatic in nonlinear spectroscopy; for example,
collisions are responsible for the appearance of additional
resonances' ' in four-wave mixing. Collisions also lead
to spectral hole burning ' in homogeneous probe line
shapes in the presence of a pump. The interesting cases
invariably involve the interaction of two or more fields
with the system. The previous studies have concentrated
mostly on results obtained by using third-order perturba-
tion theory. Obviously the effect of collisions on results
obtained beyond perturbation theory will be quite interest-
ing.
In a recent paper to be referred to as I, we studied the
dynamical behavior of a two-level system interacting with
two strong fields. We showed how nonlinear suscepti-
bilities to all orders in the fields can be obtained by the
numerical solution of a continued fraction. It may be
added that Toptygina and Fradkin' perhaps used the
continued fractions for the first time to explain the experi-
mental results' of Bonch-Bruevich et al. on energy ab-
sorption in strong fields. Our work concerns mostly
higher-order nonlinear mixing process in two saturating
fields. The development of paper I is especially suited for
studying the effects of collisions on multiphoton processes
in the presence of two pump waves. In the present paper
we investigate in detail the effects of collisions and satura-
tion on a variety of nonlinear-response functions. In Sec.
II we recall the basic equations that yield the nonlinear
response of a two-level system in two intense fields. We
also outline the derivation of the perturbative results when
one field is weak and the other could be intense. Such
perturbative results clearly show how the resonances at
subharmonics of the Rabi frequency arise as the strength
of the weak field is increased. In Sec. III we investigate
the nonlinear response at one of the applied frequencies.
The recursion relation for the Fourier components of the
atomic inversion enables us to understand the origin of
various terms in the nonlinear susceptibility. %%en both
the fields are of moderate intensity, then additional reso-
nances in the response function can be induced by col-
lisions. In Sec. IV we present exact results for the suscep-
tibilities describing nonlinear mixing of arbitrary order.
Saturation leads to holes at the line center in these suscep-
tibilities. In Sec. V we examine the saturation effects in
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four-wave mixing. Asymmetries with regard to the
strength of the two fields are discussed. In Sec. VI we
show the existence of collision-induced coherences in
fifth-order susceptibility. This susceptibility exhibits the
resonances at the subharmonic of the Rabi frequency even
in the case when only one field is strong. Finally in Sec.
VII we discuss gain profiles of two modes symmetrical
about the line center. Such gains have been recently stud-
ied in connection with instabilities in homogeneously
broadened lasers.
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II. NONLINEAR-RESPONSE EQUATIONS
IN TWO INTENSE FIELDS
We first recall the basic equations from I. The Bloch
equations in the frame rotating with frequency c02 of the
field 8'2 for a two-level system in the presence of two in-
tense fields I'), N'2 read
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fraction
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From {2.12), the nonlinear susceptibilities of various or-
ders can be calculated. Note that g')"'s depend on all
powers of g) and g2. Perturbative expressions can be ob-
tained by expanding p')"' in various orders in g) and g2.
The response at the frequency (n +1)t02 no)) i—s given by
(1{I"'}=—ll~ "', whereas the response at no)) (n —1)a)2—is
given by f)"'. The recursion relation (2.8) is very useful in
obtaining perturbative results as shown below and in sub-
sequent sections.
Since there are two perturbation parameters, we there-
fore write X„as
g y(n)e innt— (2.5)
In Eqs. (2.2), T, and T2 are the longitudinal and trans-
verse relaxation times, coo is the frequency of the two-level
system, d is the dipole matrix element assumed to be real
and p';, ' represents the equilibrium population of the level
~
i ). The fields are assumed to be monochromatic and
nonfluctuating. The steady-state solution of (2.1}has been
shown to be
which can also be written in the forms
@=0
(2.14)
Thus X„'"'"' represents the contribution of order gt)'g2,
whereas 8„" (A„" ) represents the contribution to all or-
ders in g, (g2) but to order v (p) in g2 (g, ). From (2.7)
and (2.12) the response at co2+ n (c02 co) ) s—
where
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the perturbative expressions for which can be obtained
from (2.13) and (2.14). Writing a„, b„, and c„as
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Similarly, the perturbative expressions for B„'"',A„'"' are
Thus the response to the desired order can be obtained by
using either of the above three equations. For example,
from (2.18) we get
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The quantities An'"' can be obtained from the above by the
replacements gi ~g2, f„~h„, h„~f„. The denomina-
tors which appear in (2.22) play a very important role in
the studies of the effects of saturation. On using the defi-
nition of D's, we find that
III RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
AT THE APPLIED FREQUENCIES
In this section we investigate the structure of the
response function at one of the applied frequencies, say
co2. This function R (o)2) in the lowest order in g2 but to
all orders in gl is very well known. The analysis based
on (2.6)—(2.8) sheds new light on the various processes
that contribute to such a response. Using (2.15) and
(2.14), we find to first order in g2 and to all orders in g,
R' "(co2)=( 2ig2Bo —2igig2B I )/Do . (3.1)
From (2.20) and (2.23), the contribution Boo' is
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The roots of the polynomial (2.24) determine, among oth-
er things, dynamic Stark splittings. ' ' Note that calcula-
tions in higher orders involve not only P( —iQ) but also
P( 2i Q), etc—. Thus not only will the response functions
show the usual Stark splittings but also the splittings at
the subharmonics of the Rabi frequency. Our numerical
results in Ref. 22 indeed show these subharmonics.
Note that physically Bo ' represents the inversion in the
two-level medium in the absence of the g2 field but in the
presence of the saturating field g i. The contribution pro
portional «Bo has been referred to as that arising from
the sequential absorption. The term 8"'1 is equal to
B—I 9(a—I+glf I ) (a0+g lfo) glP —I—~
which on using (2.23) reduces to
,
= —2gT,(1) ++2
T2 T2
—1Tl
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T2
1
—illT2 2 (3.3)
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It is also interesting to note that the Rabi structures in the
response function R'""(F02) arise from the contribution
coming from 8"'i terms. Hence it is clear that if one had
retained only the contribution coming from the sequential
absorption term, then the resonances at the Rabi frequen-
00Q6-
Xm R(u )
0.03
0.02
Im R(u))
0.0&
cy would have been missed. Moreover, for strong fields
the term 8"'i gives the dominant contribution in the reso-
nance region. This can, for example, be seen easily in the
special case b i —0. The contribution from the term 8'",
can be interpreted as follows: the simultaneous action of
the two fields produces a population grating (in time) in
the medium, i.e., produces a beat frequency (coi —coi) at
which the population oscillates. Such an oscillation com-
bines with the coherent oscillation of the dipole moment
at the frequency uii produced by the field gi which results
in the response at rot. There is a special case when gi is
set to zero in the denominators in (3.3); such a contradic-
tion has been discussed by Boyd and Mukamel. Boyd
and Mukamel also pointed out that the presence of col-
lisions (1/Ti &2/T2) can lead to a hole in the homogene-
ous line. They examined the response 8' "(cot) to order
golgi and found that the resonant structure at the origin
starts showing a dip as the pressure is increased. i' While
Boyd and Mukamel restricted their analysis to lowest or-
der in g, and gi, it is now possible, using the present for-
mulation, to examine the interplay of collisional and sa-
turation effects. For this purpose (2.15) is used and the
continued fraction is numerically evaluated. The results
for the energy absorption from field 1 over a very wide
range of field strengths and collisional parameters are
shown in Figs. 1—3. In Fig. 1, the field aiba is taken to be
on resonance with the medium transition and its strength
is weak whereas the strength of the field cu& is varied from
low values to moderate values. The results are shown as a
function of ~i —co2, i.e., the absorption is studied as a
function of coi. Figure 1(a) is for radiative relaxation
whereas Fig. 1(b) shows the results when the collisions are
dominant. On comparison of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), we see
the hole burnt at roi —~q —0 in the case when collisions
are dominant and when the fields are weak. For moderate
field strength gz (g2 —1) the absorption profile with col-
lisions acquires dispersive structure and regions of ampli-
fications appear, which is in contrast to the results for ra-
diative case. It must be remembered that all the parame-
ters are in units of 1/T2 and since Tt is different in the
two cases, the given values of gz imply fields with dif-
ferent field strengths. Of course, a field is referred to as
weak or strong if the corresponding Rabi frequency is
much less or bigger than 1/T2. In Fig. 2, we present the
results for absorption from field 1 for moderate strengths.
The strength of field 2 is changed from low to high
values. For low strengths gz, one again has the hole burn-
ing for the colhsional case. For inoderate values of gz,
additional features (curves marked b) start appearing if
collisions are taken into account. Thus collisions can lead
to the appearance of the structures at the subharmonics.
FIG. l. Energy absorption from the weak field 1 [which is
proportional to ImR(coi)] as a function of cubi —coi when the
second field is on resonance with the atomic transition frequen-
cy. gq values for the curves a, b, c, and d are, respectively, 0.1,
0.3, 0.5, and 1.0. All parameters are in units of 1/T~. (a) is for
radiative relaxation. The effects of collisions are shown in (b).
IV. EXACT RESULTS FOR SUSCEPTIBILITIES
FOR HIGHER-ORDER NONLINEAR MIXING
OF FIELDS WITH EQUAL FREQUENCIES
As another application of the formalisin of Sec. II, we
consider nonlinear mixing' ' ' ' of two fields with wave
vectors ki and ki which are almost colinear. We consider
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We will now show that the exact expression for
„,„+& alid to all orders in andgi gz can be obtained.
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For 0=0, the continued fraction can be summed e-
In fact, on combining (4.3)—(4.6 w
result
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V. SATURATION AND COLLISIONAL EFFECTS
IN NONLINEAR RESPONSE AT 2co2 —u(
which in terms of the "inversion" X„ is equal to
R (2602 —COi)=( —2lg2X i —2lgiX p)/Di (5.2)
In this section we study various aspects of the response
R (2co2 —col) at Zco2 —col and in particular we discuss how
the saturation of, say, one of the fields can affect such a
response. From (2.12) we find that
R (2 ) (yIi)) y( —ii (5.1)
We calculate R to first order in gi but to all orders in gz.
Such a response wi11 be denoted by 8" '. On combining
(2.14) and (5.2) we get
R""'(Zco2 —coi)=( Z—igpgiA"'i Z—igloo' z)/Di
(5.3)
From (2.19), A' 2 —0 and A"'i is
2
'
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2g2 2g2
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and hence the four-wave-mixing response at Zc02 —cubi to lowest nonvanishing order in g, is
1 2g2 2g 2 1 . 2gz 2g 2 +0(gi) . (5.5)
The usual four-wave-mixing response valid up to lowest order in gi and g2, i.e., to order gag, is obtained from (5.5) by
setting gz —0 in all the denominators in (S.S):
+iQ2
2
1 +id 2+i'
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+iQ
1
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2lg 2g ) 'g + l 0
1
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1
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1 +i h2+Z
T2
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The expression (5.6) leads to the well-known collisionally
induced coherence' ' at Q=O. The saturation effects
change the situation. Upon siinplification (5.5) leads to
The polynomial P2(z) is precisely the polynomial that
determines, for example, the spectrum of the resonance
fluorescence from a two-level system in strong fields.
Thus the four-wave-mixing signal (to order gi) will exhib-
it the usual characteristics associated with the ac Stark ef-
fect. Note that the saturation effects can restore the res-
onance at Q =0 even in the absence of collisions. One can
make an estimate of the relative importance of the various
resonances in (5.7). For example, for b, 2 —0, the resonance
at Q=O has a peak height which is proportional to
4/
~
1/Ti T2+4g2
~
—1/4g2 for g2 && I /Ti T2, where
as the height of the peak at Q=2g2 will be proportional
to 1/4g2(1/T, +1/T2) . Thus at resonance h2 ——0, the
ratio of the heights of the side peak and the central peak
will be g2/(1/Ti+1/T2), suggesting that the peaks at0=+2g2 wi11 be much more prominent.
We next compute the response R (Zco2 —co, ) to lowest
order in g2 but to all orders in gi. From the structure of
R, it is clear that we have to calculate R(Zcoz —cui) to
second order in g2. %e denote this response by R'
We need X i (X z) to first (second) order in g2. In the
notation of (2.14) we need 8"'i and 8' 2. EcIuation (2.21)
already gives 8' "i. Equation (2.22) gives 8' i as
1
+4g2 & +z2
(5.8)
8'"2= (C 2+gif 2) —'giP 28'"i .
Using (5.9), the response R' ' ' becomes
(5.9)
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~
—i 1 2giD) D-2
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D
2g ) 2g 1
+2iQ+ +T] D3 D', (5.10)
The response R' ' ' has a more complex structure thanR" '. Thus the nonlinear response shows different types
of saturation character with regard to the strength of the
two fields. Using (2.23), we see that (5.10) contains the
products of the polynomials Pi( iQ—),P, ( —2iQ) and
hence the response R'"' ' or the four-wave-mixing signal,
to order g2 but to all orders in g&, will show resonant
structures at the Rabi frequency and at the subharmonic,
i.e., —,' of the Rabi frequency. In Figs. 6 and 7 we show
the asymmetry of the four-wave-inixing signals
S(2co2—coi) ~
~
R(2coz —coi)
~
with regard to the strength
of the two fields.
R (3cop —2a)i) =(PI ')'=f2 (6.1)
which rs equal to
R(3~2 —2coi)=( 2ig2—X 2 2igi—X &)/Dz . (6.2)
The lowest-order contribution to R (3Q)z —2Q)i) is propor
tional «g2gi. In what follows we calculate R'2 "' to all
orders in g2, but to lowest order in gi, so that the effects
of the saturating field g2 are included. Using the coupled
equation (2.8) for X„'s, we find that
VI. NONLINEAR RESPONSE AT 3cog —2a) i (6.3)
We next calculate the response at 3co2 —2co1, which has
bo:n the subject of experimental study recently. ' ' In
the usual susceptibility language, such a response is given
by X' '. From (2.12) we have
whereas X 2 to second order in g&, i.e., A' 2 can be ob-
tained from (2.19). The final result for R' '"'(3co2 —2coi),
which is valid to all orders in g2 but to only order gi ingi, is found to be
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FIG. 6. Effect of saturation on the four-wave-mixing signal
at 2co2 —co~ for radiative relaxation 1/T2 —I, I/Tl —2. Curve
a: field col weak (gl —0.1}and field ~2 strong (gq —20}. Curve
b: field o)p weak (g2 —0.1}and field mI strong (gi —20}. Fre-
quency of the strong field is set at resonance with atomic fre-
quency. Signal is scanned as a function of the frequency of the
weak field. Vertical axis on the left is for the curve a, and verti-
cal axis on right for curve b.
FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 but for the collisional relaxation
1/T2 ——10, I/T& —2. All frequencies are scaled in terms of
I /Tq. The 7 axis on the left corresponds to curve a and y axis
on right is for curve b.
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Thus X"' or W8 (3co2—2'&) will sh ow resonances at
0=+2„0, (6.6)
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FIG. 10. Gain profile for two symmetrically displaced modes around line center as a function of the detuning from line center.
Solid curves are for radiative relaxation, dashed curves represent collisional relaxation. Curve a is for moderate or weak gl —g& —1
and curve b for strong g~ —g2 —10 fields. The scale factor is same in both cases and hence for collisional relaxation, considerable
power broadening is observed.
the resonance at 0=50 is probably because the numerical
result is obtained to all orders in gi and gz. Such com-
plexities due to increased field strengths are more evident
in Fig. 9 though g's are smaller than b, .
The full expression (6.4) for R(3coz —2coi) shows the
presence of ac Stark effect. In fact the response not only
Oi26-
O.12 2 Q.l 20
'0.112
f~&-4)&) T
FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but now the results in strong field
for collisional relaxation are shown —g 1 T& —g2 T2 10,
T~/T& —0.2. For b, the values on horizontal axis are 15 times
of those sho~n.
shows the structures corresponding to the usual Rabi os-
cillations, but also shows structures at the subharmonic of
the Rabi frequency with a width iohich is also reduced by
a factor of 2. The present analysis shows how the succes-
sive higher-order susceptibilities exhibit more and more
complex structure.
VII. INSTABILITIES IN HOMOGENEOUSLY
BROADENED LASERS
Recently the instabilities in various types of laser sys-
tems have been extensively studied. ' ' In this section we
show how the dynamical behavior of a two-level system in
the presence of a bichromatic field can be used to under-
stand some of these instabilities. Our dynamical equa-
tions of Sec. II contain the parameter ri which will take
positive values for inverted systems. One essentially ex-
amines the gain, of a given mode in the presence of say
another mode, as a function of the strength of each mode.
We have already seen in Sec. II and in Ref. 22 that the
response R (coz) at the applied frequency has the following
features: (1) In very weak fields gi,gz, the response has a
maximum at the line center coz —coo, (2) for weak gz, but
arbitrarily strong g~, the response exhibits Rabi structures
at the Rabi frequency; and (3) as gz increases, the
response R(coz) starts exhibiting new structures at the
subharmonics of the new Rabi frequency. With further
increase in g2, more and more subharmonics of the new
Rabi frequency appear. In the experiments' of Hillman
et aI., the two-mode operation was observed. These
modes were symmetrically placed around the line center.
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The gain 6 ~ ImR(co) can be obtained by setting
coz=coa+5, ci)i =F00—5, and gi =gz iil the equatlotls of
Sec. II. We have calculated such a gain for a range of pa-
rameters and the results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. In
Fig. 10, we show the gain profiles for moderate and large
values of the Rabi frequency. For moderate values, only
the main peak appears which is washed by increasing col-
lisions in the system. For large field strengths, the gain
profiles exhibit resonances at subharmonics of the Rabi
frequency. This figure also shows the effect of increased
collisions. With further increase of the driving field, ad-
ditional subharmonics of the Rabi frequency can be seen.
Hillman ei al. have shown the existence of such subhar-
monics by analytic calculations in the case T& —T2. Our
numerical results enable one to study in detail the effect
of collisions. Note that in Fig. 10 we have used a dif-
ferent scaling, i.e., gi and g2 are not in units of I /Tz, ' for
example, for curve c, giTz ——,0, whereas for curve a,1
g& T2 ——1. This is done keeping in view the way in which
one can perform the experiment. One can keep the field
constant and add buffer gas to increase collisions. Gain
profiles for the case when there are sufficient collisions
and the fields are also strong are shown in Fig. 11.
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